
 

AL-YAQEEN PRIVATE SCHOOL    

REVISION 

NAME: _______________________________________ Grade: 1__________ 

Write the numbers. 

 

 

 ______________                 ______________  _________________       ______________ 

Write the missing letters. 

 

 

 

 

___rog        ___ee         ra__ __it       ____ike       ___at 

 

 

 

__ug   __an      ___rm        __ead     __ippo 

 

 

 

___raffe  __ion             cla___ ___         __all   pu___ ___ 

 

 

 

__elly        prince__ __ __ell    hi___ __           __ollipop 
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__iolin  ___oom       ___all            ___ox  __ungle

  

 

 

__indow  ___am  __aguar  __ave  __iolet 

 

 

 

__eans  __egetables     __ar  ___ase            __oghurt 

 

 

 

    ___an  ___ox  ___ind 

Write the following.  

I ___________ my face. 

 

 

I ___________ my teeth. 

 

 

I ___________ my hair. 
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Choose the suitable word then fill in the blanks: 

                                                                                                    Word Bank 

                     1) We ___________ with our ___________ .   

 

   

                     2) We __________ with our ____________ . 

 

 

   3) We __________ with our ____________ . 

 

 

   4) We __________ with our ____________ . 

 

 

                      5) We _________ with our _____________ . 

Read and circle the following.  

1. The girl’s got curly hair. (Yes  No) 

2. She’s got long hair.  (Yes  No) 

3. She’s got brown eyes.  (Yes  No) 

4. She’s got red hair.  (Yes  No) 

_____________________________________________________  

1. The boy’s got curly hair. (Yes  No) 

2. He’s got grey hair.  (Yes  No) 

3. He’s got brown eyes.  (Yes  No) 

4. He’s got short hair.  (Yes  No) 

 

 hear         mouth 

smell         fingers 

   feel            ears 

   taste          eyes 

   see             nose  
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Match the following.  

Nose     

 

Mouth 

 

Eye 

 

Hand 

 

Ear  

Match the following.  

I like making crafts. 

I like reading books. 

I like playing games. 

 

 

    k___nd   sh___       f__nny             cl__ver        fr__endly 

 

 

 

   n__ce   __ot        c__ld  t__red  __ad 

 

   worr__ed    ex___ited        h__ngry     ___hirsty happ__ 
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Answer if yes or no.  

Is it a fan ?    Yes    / No 

Is it a bike?  Yes    / No 

Is it a rectangle? Yes    / No 

Is it a bee?  Yes    / No 

Is it a hippo?  Yes    / No 

Is it a fish?  Yes    / No 

Is it face?   Yes    / No 

Is it a balloon?  Yes    / No 

Is it blue jeans?  Yes    / No 

Is it green diamond? Yes    / No 

Is it purple?  Yes    / No 

Is it giraffe?   Yes    / No 

Is it a violin?  Yes    / No 
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Is it Arm?   Yes    / No 

Is it jaguar?  Yes    / No 

Is it princess?  Yes    / No   

Is it tiger?  Yes    / No 

Is it ball?   Yes    / No 

Is it park?   Yes    / No 

Is it dress?  Yes    / No 

Is it wave?   Yes    / No 

Is it yellow?  Yes    / No 

Is it class?  Yes    / No 

Is it home?  Yes    / No 

Is it a window?  Yes    / No 

Is it a bell?  Yes    / No 

Is it violet?  Yes    / No 

Is it banana?  Yes    / No 

Is it box?   Yes    / No 
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Read and match the following.  

I like Pita bread.    

I like Ice cream.  

I like Rice.    

I don’t like Olives.  

I don’t like Dates.  

I like burger.   

I don’t like yougurt.  

Write the following. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tall   short  big  small 

Grade one teacher: Miss Shama Chaudhry. 
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